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The Queen Of New Beginnings
Erica James
Debut author Sarah Kozloff offers a breathtaking and
cinematic epic fantasy of a ruler coming of age in A Queen in
Hiding first in the quartet of The Nine Realms series. Four
books. Four months. Nine Realms. Readers will be able to
binge this amazing fantasy series with beautiful interlocking
art across the spines of all four books. Orphaned, exiled and
hunted, Cerulia, Princess of Weirandale, must master the
magic that is her birthright, become a ruthless guerilla fighter,
and transform into the queen she is destined to be. But to do
it she must win the favor of the spirits who play in mortal
affairs, assemble an unlikely group of rebels, and wrest the
throne from a corrupt aristocracy whose rot has spread
throughout her kingdom. The Nine Realms Series #1 A
Queen in Hiding #2 The Queen of Raiders #3 A Broken
Queen March 2020 #4 The Cerulean Queen April 2020 At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
By all appearances, DeBrand O’Donnell is living a fulfilling
life. He has an average job, the swanky clothes, the perfect
shoes, the accepting friends and a witty comeback for every
occasion. He thinks his life is without fault, but in truth, his
obsession with perfecting every trivial detail is merely a ruse
to hide the fact his life is lacking a pulse. DeBrand begins to
wake up to that fact when his girlfriend unexpectedly ends
their relationship after a troublesome morning. Just as he’s
coming to terms with that, he’s abducted by an alien. And not
just any alien either. It’s a wisecracking, eight-foot-tall
bipedal praying mantis-like creature named Bruno, and he’s
not about to cut DeBrand any slack. Unlike most alien
abductors, Bruno doesn’t want to probe DeBrand or study
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him in any way. He merely wants DeBrand to become his
new emissary to Earth—for a good period of time. DeBrand
wants no part of it and the more time he spends with Bruno
and the current Terran emissary, Liza, the more he is
presented with the fact that perhaps his pre-abduction life
wasn’t so perfect after all. Maybe this is exactly what he
needs to become a better-informed and more well-rounded
individual—or maybe it’s all part of an elaborate plot by Bruno
to colonize Earth and make Brand his footman.
Feeling guilty over the house fire she might have started,
Farah Hajjar channels her energy into starting a creative
writing club at the Magnet Academy where she is a new sixthgrader. Includes writing prompts and glossaries.
What happens when your best hope for the future is through
the past? Voice-over artist Alice avoids telling the truth. It's
not lying, exactly, and the freedom of reinvention makes
those tough years in the past a little easier to bear. So when
she meets writer Clayton Miller, she recognizes the
suspicious signs of someone who wants to shrug off his old
life. Untangling the web of secrets they've constructed
creates an unlikely friendship-until Alice discovers that
Clayton has betrayed her in the worst possible way. The
author of fifteen international bestsellers, Erica James deftly
explores infidelity, bereavement, and the bonds of family with
a sparkling voice that will resonate long after the book is
finished. Praise for Erica James "Intense, compelling stuff."
-OK magazine "The author writes with a sturdy, feel-good
optimism." -Sunday Times "It is a captivating read: beautifully
written." -Daily Telegraph "You know you have made it as a
storyteller writer when readers simply cannot put your book
down...Erica James has this page-turning ability in
abundance...I wouldn't have thought this writer could get any
better, but she has " -Welsh Country
As the pastor of Central Christian Church in Las Vegas, Jud
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Wilhite encounters new Christians every single day. One of
the greatest needs new believers have is a resource for
understanding the Christian faith and the Bible in a
straightforward and applicable guide. The Uncensored Truth
Bible for New Beginnings fills that need and show an
uncompromising commitment to God's Word and the extent
of His grace: the radical, amazing, overwhelming favor and
forgiveness of God available to all. The New Living
Translation is Jud's preferred Bible translation because he
believes it is the easiest for new believers to understand. This
fastest growing Bible translation is the work of 90 Bible
scholars over a seven-year period and is known for
accurately communicating the meaning of the original ancient
Hebrew and Greek texts in clear and concise language. Jud
hopes The Uncensored Truth Bible for New Beginnings will
help you apply the gift of God's words to your life along with
some thoughts to help you understand it more quickly and
deeply. He gives you tools and resources to help navigate the
deep waters of this living document. As you dig into God's
words, the encouragement and truth you receive will literally
change your life and the world! Key Features Include: A
32-page Introduction in which Jud provides 6 helpful articles
on how to understand the Bible, overviews of the Old and
New Testaments, and faith as a lifelong journey Book
Introductions, including the author, key people and verses,
themes, and the date it was written for each book of the Bible
9 Major Uncensored Truth Sections, which guide readers to
understand the core beliefs of Christianity-God, Jesus Christ,
the Holy Spirit, the Word of God, salvation, church, living the
Christian life, angels and demons, Jesus' return, and heaven
and hell Callout Passages of Scripture that have meant the
most to Jud for different reasons in various seasons of life
And featuring the reliable and easy-to-read New Living
Translation
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If you've ever dreamed of starting over, then this bestselling
novel from Erica James is just what you need... Alice
Shoemaker habitually goes to great lengths to avoid telling
the truth about herself and her past. After agreeing to help out
a friend by shopping and cleaning for the unknown man
staying at Cuckoo House, she soon becomes suspicious that
her strange and obnoxiously rude client has something to
hide... Clayton Miller's life is a mess. His career as one of the
country's best comedy scriptwriters has stalled and his longterm girlfriend has left him for his ex-best friend and ex-writing
partner. Just when he thinks his life couldn't get any worse,
he commits a spectacularly public fall from grace and with the
press hounding him, his agent banishes him to the middle of
nowhere until the dust has settled. And there he meets
Alice... When Alice and Clayton discover the truth about each
other they form an unlikely friendship - until Alice discovers
Clayton has betrayed her in the worst possible way.
Sam Hendry is not looking forward to starting at her new
school. Things go from bad to worse as the day of truth
arrives and all of her fears come true... and then some.When
Sam meets a different group of people who immediately
accept her as a friend, she begins to feel more positive. With
her new friends and interests, will Sam finally feel able to face
the bully who taunts her, and to summon up the courage to
perform on stage?
As the divinely inspired Word of God, the primary purpose of
the Bible is to probe the depths of the human heart more
skillfully and purposefully than any surgeon could possibly
imagine. With this in mind, my intent in New Beginnings is to
follow the riveting narratives of Genesis and Acts with a
primary emphasis on the devotional and inspirational
elements. From a Christian perspective, I cannot imagine four
beginnings with more historical significance than those
emphasized in these two informative books: (1) the creation
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of the world with all its living things, (2) the foundation of
Israel—God’s chosen nation, (3) the establishment of the
Church—the Body of Christ, and the most incredible beginning
of all, (4) people from every walk of life being born again by
the power of the gospel. My personal perceptions and
convictions have evolved from a background of thirty-three
years using the scientific method in chemical research, and
even longer exploring the eternal truths of the Bible as a
Christian and minister. I might add that the practical
experiences I gained as a husband, father of two girls, and
bivocational pastor prevent my viewpoints from being too
esoteric or theoretical in nature. Whether a casual reader or
serious student of the Bible, I hope you find New Beginnings
informative if not illuminating, interesting if not stirring, and
encouraging if not inspiring. Finally, if your Christian fervor
needs rekindling, my prayer is that these pages nourish and
revitalize you—like a steaming bowl of my mother’s chicken
soup on a cold, rainy day.

Cakes for the Queen of Heaven explores the relationship
between women's religious history and the personal
issues that arise in women living in this patriarchal
society. Women struggle with issues of body image,
troubled mother-daughter relationships, sexual freedom
and access to power. We need to know that there was a
time when the female body was sacred; that there once
was a long-lasting religion in which the chief divine
actors were a mother and her daughter; that in very
ancient times women had significant power in their
societies; that although patriarchal societies have
oppressed women for centuries, there have always been
strong and talented women. Our female history has been
erased and trivialized for too long. In this book we meet
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ancient goddesses and their stories from around the
world, real women in ancient Sumer, in Greece, in
Judaism and in Christianity. In Cakes for the Queen of
Heaven the past is before us, the women are there, and
they help us change our lives.
It came as a shock, when self-styled 'ghetto queen, '
Geneva, was contacted by lawyers who claimed that
Stanley Walters, the deceased uptown financier, was her
father. His will contained several conditions that had to
be met before she could inherit what was left to her. One
condition was that she had to live with her sister, a girl
who was the same age as Geneva, for a full year to
forge sisterly bonds. Geneva left Froggie, her 'ghetto
don, ' behind and found herself in the rarified
atmosphere of uptown living. She had to contend with
Pamela, her father's widow, and the attention of a suave
up-towner, Justin, who was determined that she should
forget her past and move on with him.
A touching romantic novel about a young woman whose
time is running out - a Sunday Times bestseller. Not to
be missed by readers of Lucy Diamond and Jenny
Colgan. Jill Mansell's enchanting new novel will drive
readers to seize life with both hands and make the most
of every minute... Hallie has a secret. She's in love. He's
perfect for her in every way, but he's seriously out of
bounds. And her friends aren't going to help her because
what they do know is that Hallie doesn't have long to live.
Time is running out... Flo has a dilemma. She really likes
Zander. But his scary sister won't be even faintly amused
if she thinks Zander and Flo are becoming friends - let
alone anything more. Tasha has a problem. Her new
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boyfriend is the adventurous type. And she's afraid one
of his adventures will go badly wrong. THREE AMAZING
THINGS ABOUT YOU begins as Hallie goes on a
journey. A donor has been found and she's about to be
given new lungs. But whose? What readers are saying
about Three Amazing Things About You: 'I loved all the
characters, and hated to leave their world. When a book
can make you smile, cry and laugh, you know it's a
winner' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'I adored every
single page and every single feeling this story evoked in
me. Beautifully researched, beautifully told and
expressed and I want to read it again and again'
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'A wonderful tale of
friendship, love, loss and the miracles of life. Such a rich
tapestry of characters beautifully bought together'
Amazon reviewer, 5 stars
NOW A MAJOR NETFLIX SERIES starring Anya TaylorJoy from Academy-Award nominee Scott Frank and
BAFTA nominee Allan Scott 'Superb' Time Out
'Mesmerizing' Newsweek 'Gripping' Financial Times
'Sheer entertainment. It is a book I reread every few
years - for the pure pleasure and skill of it' Michael
Ondaatje 'Don't pick this up if you want a night's sleep'
Scotsman When she is sent to an orphanage at the age
of eight, Beth Harmon soon discovers two ways to
escape her surroundings, albeit fleetingly: playing chess
and taking the little green pills given to her and the other
children to keep them subdued. Before long, it becomes
apparent that hers is a prodigious talent, and as she
progresses to the top of the US chess rankings she is
able to forge a new life for herself. But she can never
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quite overcome her urge to self-destruct. For Beth,
there's more at stake than merely winning and losing.
'Few novelists have written about genius - and addiction
- as acutely as Walter Tevis' The Telegraph
Promises you make to yourself are the hardest to keep
... Maggie Storm, who spends her days cleaning houses
for people who often have more money than manners,
promises herself that from now on she's going to stand
up for herself. Married to a man with as much sex appeal
as a recliner, she dreams about someone who can
sweep her off her feet. Ella Moore, an artistic interior
designer, promises herself that after seven wasted years
with the man she thought she'd marry, relationships
won't derail her life again. Ethan Edwards, a repeat
offender when it comes to turning to women for sexual
consolation, promises himself there will be no more
women. But when Ella appears unexpectedly in Ethan's
life, he find s himself turning to her for very different
reasons. And when Maggie's romantic hero appears on
her doorstep, she wonders which path she's really
supposed to follow. International bestselling author Erica
James weaves a delightful tale of three people daring to
challenge their dreams.
Clayton Miller's life is a mess. His career as one of the
country's best comedy scriptwriters has stalled, and his
long-term girlfriend has left him for his ex-best friend and
ex-writing partner. Just when he thinks his life couldn't
get any worse, he commits a spectacularly public fall
from grace and with the press hounding him, his agent
banishes him to the middle of nowhere until the dust has
settled. At a remote country house he meets Alice...
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Alice Shoemaker is a voiceover artist who habitually
goes to great lengths to avoid telling the truth, and after
agreeing to help out a friend by shopping and cleaning
for the unknown man staying at Cuckoo House, she
soon becomes suspicious that her strange and
obnoxiously rude client has something to hide. But,
equally, so does she. When they discover the truth about
each other they form an unlikely friendship, but then
Alice discovers Clayton has betrayed her in the worst
possible way.
The Queen’s Gambit Accepted By: N. M. Ratliff For
twelve-year-old Sam, life always seemed incomplete.
Everyday thorns such as bullying, neglect, and
loneliness were always there to prick his sides—until he
meets the inexplicably captivating Elise, an alluring girl
his age, who seems to illuminate the foggy path of his
early teen days. The two develop a friendship which
spirals them into a twisted daydream when, suddenly,
everything changes. Elise comes with a demonic price,
and it's not a question of if Sam is willing to pay it—it’s
whether he can.
New Beginnings: A Bipolar's Journey to Regain Her GodGiven Identity presents a bird's-eye view of the author's
life. Faith Bonyak penned this memoir over a seven-year
period as an overview of her life dealing with bipolar and
borderline personality disorder, before there was a name
for it. The first part of the book is about all the different
identities I lived under to help myself deal with the issues
I was undergoing. The final part is the journey to my New
Beginning. It is all the things I've learned along the way
to help me see what God really had planned for me.
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Faith's story was written to help others overcome what
she has experienced. I wanted to show others that you
can lead a normal life and have this disorder. I want to
be open and honest about how this disorder affects me
on a daily basis and how I make my marriage and
parenting work, even with the limitations it provides to
me. Once again, I want to show others like me that
they're not alone! I've been in their shoes when I've been
manic. I understand the physical pain the cycle of
depression brings.This is not something to be ashamed
of, and it's something that can be treated if they let
themselves get the help that is out there.
Four young Black sisters come of age during the American
Civil War in So Many Beginnings, a warm and powerful YA
remix of the classic novel Little Women, by national
bestselling author Bethany C. Morrow. North Carolina, 1863.
As the American Civil War rages on, the Freedpeople's
Colony of Roanoke Island is blossoming, a haven for the
recently emancipated. Black people have begun building a
community of their own, a refuge from the shadow of the "old
life." It is where the March family has finally been able to
safely put down roots with four young daughters: Meg, a
teacher who longs to find love and start a family of her own.
Jo, a writer whose words are too powerful to be contained.
Beth, a talented seamstress searching for a higher purpose.
Amy, a dancer eager to explore life outside her family's home.
As the four March sisters come into their own as independent
young women, they will face first love, health struggles,
heartbreak, and new horizons. But they will face it all
together. Praise for So Many Beginnings: A Little Women
Remix "Morrow’s ability to take the lingering stain of slavery
on American history and use it as a catalyst for unbreakable
love and resilience is flawless. That she has remixed a
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canonical text to do so only further illuminates the need to
critically question who holds the pen in telling our nation’s
story." —Booklist, starred review "Bethany C. Morrow's prose
is a sharpened blade in a practiced hand, cutting to the core
of our nation's history. ... A devastatingly precise reimagining
and a joyful celebration of sisterhood. A narrative about four
young women who unreservedly deserve the world, and a
balm for wounds to Black lives and liberty." —Tracy Deonn,
New York Times-bestselling author of Legendborn "A tender
and beautiful retelling that will make you fall in love with the
foursome all over again." —Tiffany D. Jackson, New York
Times-bestselling author of White Smoke and Grown
A descendent of the famous Kapitan Cina, Yap Ah Loy, Chan
Ling Yap will take you back to China in the 1900s, where we
follow one man’s journey to a new promised land — Malaya.
In the southern Province of Guangxi amidst the turmoil of the
Taiping Rebellion and the Opium War, a woman is kidnapped
and her husband shipped out as a coolie to Singapore. Yet
from despair came good fortune. Seen through the eyes of
one family, this is a moving story of the scourge of opium and
one man's plight and rise in fortune in British Malaya
An exploration of the dialogue that emerged after 1776
between different visions of what it meant to use new
technologies to transform the land. After 1776, the former
American colonies began to reimagine themselves as a
unified, self-created community. Technologies had an
important role in the resulting national narratives, and a few
technologies assumed particular prominence. Among these
were the axe, the mill, the canal, the railroad, and the
irrigation dam. In this book David Nye explores the stories
that clustered around these technologies. In doing so, he
rediscovers an American story of origins, with America
conceived as a second creation built in harmony with God's
first creation. While mainstream Americans constructed
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technological foundation stories to explain their place in the
New World, however, marginalized groups told other stories
of destruction and loss. Native Americans protested the loss
of their forests, fishermen resisted the construction of dams,
and early environmentalists feared the exhaustionof
resources. A water mill could be viewed as the kernel of a
new community or as a new way to exploit labor. If
passengers comprehended railways as part of a larger
narrative about American expansion and progress, many
farmers attacked railroad land grants. To explore these
contradictions, Nye devotes alternating chapters to narratives
of second creation and to narratives of those who rejected
it.Nye draws on popular literature, speeches, advertisements,
paintings, and many other media to create a history of
American foundation stories. He shows how these stories
were revised periodically, as social and economic conditions
changed, without ever erasing the earlier stories entirely. The
image of the isolated frontier family carving a homestead out
of the wilderness with an axe persists to this day, alongside
later images and narratives. In the book's conclusion, Nye
considers the relation between these earlier stories and such
later American developments as the conservation movement,
narratives of environmental recovery, and the idealization of
wilderness.
The future stretches out in front of Sarah Dobbs like the pure
blue Texas sky. Leaving the past behind in Philadelphia, mailorder bride Sarah arrives in San Antonio ready to greet her
groom, Austin Canfield, a man she has never met but whose
letters have won her heart from afar. But there is one
problem--he has died. And Sarah cannot go back East. As
Sarah tries to reconcile herself to a future that is drastically
changed, Austin's brother, Clay, struggles with his own
muddled plans. Though he dislikes working on the family
ranch and longs for a different life, Clay is driven to avenge
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his brother's death. But something between them is growing
and neither Clay nor Sarah is ready to admit it. Book 1 of the
Texas Dreams series, Paper Roses will sweep readers into
the Hill Country with a tale of love and loss, closed doors and
beautiful possibilities that will leave them wanting more.
'Oh my gosh, this book is laugh-out-loud hilarious, I was
cracking up the entire time! The jokes are great! The banter is
awesome! I’m in love!' Crocklife, 5 stars New Year’s Eve.
The most over-rated night of the year, right? I have to get
through a night of enforced fun, drink all the prosecco and
talk about new beginnings. But I don’t want new beginnings. I
want my old beginning back. It’s been ten days, two hours
and forty-three minutes since Tansy got dumped. Two
heartbreaking weeks since Renzo, who made her weak at the
knees and dizzy with excitement, found out Tansy’s secret –
and ended it on the spot. Since then, she’s spent every
evening scrolling through their old photos, drunk texted him
twenty-six times (he stopped reading after five), and lost
count of how many packets of Kleenex she’s cried her way
through. That’s where Operation Get Renzo Back comes in.
She ropes in a new wing-woman, maxes out her credit card
and accidentally-on-purpose bumps into him at every
opportunity. Oh, and she finds a fake boyfriend, as you do…
But while she’s busy pretending, Tansy’s plan is thrown a
major curveball. She has to learn the hard way that it’s not
her, it’s him – and that sometimes, a break-up can end up
being the making of you. A fresh, funny and fabulous novel
for anyone who has been dumped, got a post-break-up
haircut, stalked an ex on Facebook, and then realised they
were WAY better off without them. Fans of Sophie Kinsella,
Lindsey Kelk and Matt Dunn will love this laugh-out-loud read.
Readers absolutely love It’s Not You It’s Him: ‘OMG I loved
it. Sophie Ranald has done it again. I could not put the book
down.’ NetGalley Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I absolutely loved this
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book. I devoured it in less than a day.’ Goodreads Reviewer,
5 stars ‘Let me just say I LOVED this so much.’ Goodreads
Reviewer, 5 stars ‘This book is absolutely amazing and you
can't help but binge read all the words… Couldn’t put it
down.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I absolutely loved this
book! Sophie Ranald has managed to perfectly balance
romance, comedy and some pretty serious topics.’
Goodreads Reviewer ‘Had me laughing, crying and I simply
couldn’t put it down. I raced through it in a few hours. And I
simply loved it.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘Amazing and
hilarious… I had a blast reading it… It’s a straight-up five-star
read for me!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars 'I adored this
book!... I loved every hilarious, emotional and romantic
moment (and had to stay up long past my bed time to
finish!)... Brilliant.' NetGalley Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I could not
put this book down!! I was in love from the first page. The
main character was someone I want to have coffee with. It
was like talking to your girlfriends... Amazing!!’ Goodreads
Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Totally hooked me in… I loved the humor… I
am excited to recommend this book to my friends!’ NetGalley
Reviewer ‘Seriously funny… I cannot recommend this book
highly enough and will be telling all the patrons that come into
my library for a good summer read to get this!’ Goodreads
Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I was constantly saying I'm just going to
read a little longer until I finally looked up and it was 2:00 in
the morning and I had finished the book.’ NetGalley
Reviewer ‘Genuinely made me laugh out loud! Perfect.’
Goodreads Reviewer ‘A feel-good, laugh-out-loud rom com
that is hugely relatable.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘Absolutely
gorgeous… Sharp humour, witty characters, real dialogue and
lots of laughs sewn together with awkward and heartfelt
moments. VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.’ Goodreads
Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I struggled to put this book down!...
Sophie Ranald really brought all the feels… Definitely pick up
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this book!’ Dream Come Review
Meet a guardian angel like no other, from a writer like no
other. Bold rising star, Victoria Schwab, makes her whimsical,
inspiring, and clever middle-grade debut. At a first glance,
Aria seems like your average twelve-year-old girl. She has
coppery hair, colored shoelaces, and a passion for cupcakes.
But there's more to Aria than meets the eye. She can dream
things into existence, use her own shadow like a door, and
change the world in small, important ways. Aria is a guardian
angel. She's been sent here to earn her wings. But to do that,
she'll have to help three different girls. Aria's first mission is
Gabby Torres. Gabby's always been quiet, but ever since her
brother got sick, she's barely said a word.When a new school
offers her a fresh start, Gabby wants badly to be someone
new, but she quickly learns it's hard to make friends while
keeping half her life a secret. And then Aria shows up. Aria,
who knows exactly what to say and do to make Gabby feel
better. Will she be able to help Gabby find her voice? And will
Gabby still trust Aria when she finds out exactly what she is?
Think John Green for middle grade, with a touch of magic!
It's been three years and The Dean Family has been moving
on the best they can after the upheaval and revelations
brought about by the youngest Dean Kevin's murder and the
reveal of his killer. In the follow up to ""Memoirs of an Ebony
Cover Family,"" the Deans return with their lives forever
changed, as they ready themselves for a wedding, which
encourages Patriarch Zechariahs and Matriarch JordanCampbell to go down memory lane as to how they met, fell in
love, and got married. This foray into the past will also expose
a deep dark secret that will change the course of all of their
lives indefinitely.
New Beginnings is a collection of short stories written and
originally posted online by African Romance Storyteller, Lara
Daniels. It features her popular and beloved tales such as,
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'For Wale Taylor, my first Love' and 'Forever and a Day'.

In this grand and thrilling narrative, the acclaimed
biographer of Magellan, Columbus, and Marco Polo
brings alive the singular life and adventures of Sir
Francis Drake, the pirate/explorer/admiral whose
mastery of the seas during the reign of Queen Elizabeth I
changed the course of history “Bergreen masterly
portrays ... the swashbuckling life and times of the
explorer who achieved what Magellan could not—and
made England’s fortune in the process.” —Kirkus,
STARRED review Before he was secretly dispatched by
Queen Elizabeth to circumnavigate the globe, or was
called upon to save England from the Spanish Armada,
Francis Drake was perhaps the most wanted–and
successful–pirate ever to sail. Nicknamed "El Draque" by
the Spaniards who placed a bounty on his head, the
notorious red-haired, hot-tempered Drake pillaged
galleons laden with New World gold and silver, stealing a
vast fortune for his queen–and himself. For Elizabeth,
Drake made the impossible real, serving as a crucial and
brilliantly adaptable instrument of her ambitions to
transform England from a third-rate island kingdom into a
global imperial power. In 1580, sailing on Elizabeth's
covert orders, Drake became the first captain to
circumnavigate the earth successfully. (Ferdinand
Magellan had died in his attempt.) Part exploring
expedition, part raiding mission, Drake's audacious
around-the-world journey in the Golden Hind reached
Patagonia, the Pacific Coast of present-day California
and Oregon, the Spice Islands, Java, and Africa. Almost
a decade later, Elizabeth called upon Drake again. As
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the devil-may-care vice admiral of the English fleet,
Drake dramatically defeated the once-invincible Spanish
Armada, spurring the British Empire’s ascent and
permanently wounding its greatest rival. The relationship
between Drake and Elizabeth is the missing link in our
understanding of the rise of the British Empire, and its
importance has not been fully described or appreciated.
Framed around Drake’s key voyages as a window into
this crucial moment in British history, In Search of a
Kingdom is a rousing adventure narrative entwining epic
historical themes with intimate passions.
The Queen of New BeginningsHachette UK
Charles Logan was a highly decorated combat veteran
and retired Army Ranger. The wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan brought back the nightmares of young men
and women in Vietnam who’d suffered the loss of limbs
and had been compelled to endure those consequences.
Blessed with unexpected good fortune, he established
ReRanger School, a facility predicated on the belief that
technology must meet the needs of our heroes, that our
heroes must not be relegated to the limitations of
technology. He set out to return to them some small
measure of what they’d sacraficed for their country.
National Bestseller New York Times Book Review
Editors’ Choice | An Indie Next Pick A Best Book of the
Year from NPR, Boston Globe, Buzzfeed, Esquire, San
Francisco Chronicle,Time Out, Self, Jezebel, The
Portland Mercury, Electric Literature, and Entropy
Magazine “It just sounds terrific. It sounds like opera.”
—Joan Acocella, The New Yorker “Sprawling, soaring,
bawdy, and plotted like a fine embroidery.” —Scott
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Simon, NPR “Dazzling.” —Wall Street Journal | “A
brilliant performance.” —Washington Post “Sweeping,
richly detailed.” —People | “Masterful.” —Wired |
“Spellbinding.” —BuzzFeed A “wild opera of a novel,”*
The Queen of the Night tells the mesmerizing story of
Lilliet Berne, an orphan who left the American frontier for
Europe and was swept into the glamour and terror of
Second Empire France. She became a sensation of the
Paris Opera, with every accolade but an original role—her
chance at immortality. When one is offered to her, she
finds the libretto is based on her deepest secret,
something only four people have ever known. But who
betrayed her? With “epic sweep, gorgeous language,
and haunting details,”** Alexander Chee shares Lilliet’s
cunning transformation from circus rider to courtesan to
legendary soprano, retracing the path that led to the role
that could secure her reputation—or destroy her with the
secrets it reveals. “If Lilliet Berne were a man, she might
have been what nineteenth-century novels would call a
swashbuckler: the kind of destiny-courting, death-defying
character who finds intrigue and peril (and somehow,
always, a fantastic pair of pantaloons) around every
corner.” —Entertainment Weekly
_________________ A wonderfully romantic novel from
the Sunday Times bestselling author of A Rose Petal
Summer and A Country Escape. 'Thank goodness for
Katie Fforde, the perfect author to bring comfort in
difficult times. She really is the queen of uplifting, feel
good romance.' AJ PEARCE _________________ It's
the season of new beginnings for Helena and Gilly. Gilly
runs her own B&B business from her much-loved family
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home, which she doesn't want to part with - at any price.
But that's before she meets handsome estate agent Leo,
and soon she begins to wonder whether selling up might
not be such a bad idea after all. Meanwhile Gilly's
daughter Helena has a budding romance of her own. A
talented weaver, she's becoming very close to her new
landlord, Jago, who's offered to help her at an upcoming
craft fair. It's what friends do, and they are just friends.
Aren't they? With spring in full bloom, Helena and Gilly
begin to ask themselves the same question: Might their
new loves lead to happily ever after?
_________________ The whole world loves Katie
Fforde's work: 'Like a good wedding, it will leave you
wiping away the tears' SUNDAY EXPRESS 'Feisty
females and heartwarming heroes made for a cast of
characters who immediately felt like friends. A
Springtime Affair is perfect mix of fun, adventure and
love. I adored it.' CATHY BRAMLEY 'Modern-day
Austen. Great fun' RED 'How I wish I could live inside
Katie Fforde's novels. They're such a joy, and A
Springtime Affair is a winner. I'm all set for spring now!' JILL MANSELL 'Katie's writing is life-enhancing and, like
the love affairs, delicious. I enjoyed every minute!'
ELIZABETH BUCHAN 'A Springtime Affair is the most
lovely, comforting book! Mother and daughter deal with
family and romantic problems and here at last is a writer
who acknowledges the Power of Shortbread! Really
enjoyed it' ADELE GERAS 'I relaxed and unwound with
this lovely, springy, gentle and romantic story by the
wonderful Katie Fforde. You're in for a treat!' MILLY
JOHNSON 'Top-drawer romantic escapism' DAILY MAIL
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'Warm, brilliant and full of love' HEAT 'Delicious gorgeous humour and the lightest of touches' SUNDAY
TIMES 'Effortlessly lovable, warm and fun' CLOSER
'Just gorgeous!' JO THOMAS 'Curl up on the sofa with
this book and dream ... delightful' THE LADY 'Deliciously
enjoyable' WOMAN AND HOME 'If you've been feeling
that spring is on its way, I massively recommend A
Springtime Affair, it's just brilliant!' JUDY ASTLEY
'Uplifting and delightful' HOT BRANDS COOL PLACES
'Full of heart & soul, A Springtime Affair has all the right
ingredients -property, crafts, baking & love - a heavenly
read which will have you longing to stay at Gilly's B&B!
Truly, you know you're always in safe hands with Katie
Fforde to whisk your worries away!' PENNY PARKES
This book concludes the saga of how the author dealt
with the mortgage crisis by working with the banks, real
estate brokers, and a bankruptcy attorney, while meeting
with other middle income homeowners in trouble and
with activist groups fighting foreclosures. The final
chapter describes what the author learned in navigating
the system, selling her home, renting in San Francisco,
and becoming successful again. The book has gained
growing support from individuals and groups active in
this arena.
In just a few short years, David Weber has shot to the
forefront of science fiction! The core of his work is Honor
Harrington, the toughest, smartest starship captain in the
galaxy. Now Weber invites you to join him and his
invitees as they explore Honor's universe. The Host and
His Guests: David Weber himself is on board, first telling
how young Honor Harrington and her treecat Nimitz
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faced the impossible task of rescuing the victims of an
avalanche in a sub-zero blizzard, then revealing a
chapter in the history of the telepathic treecats when a
young human who bonded with a treecat was a Very
Important Person. Specifically, she was a Manticoran
crown princess and the heir to the throne of the
empire.... Roland Green offers a hard-hitting account of
what happened when Manticore and the People's
Republic of Haven went eyeball-to-eyeball over a
strategically vital planet.... Linda Evans looks at life
among the treecats, before Honor.. .. Jane Lindskold
tells how Honor's monarch, Elizabeth III, had to learn the
hard way what monarchy is all about.... At the publisher's
request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights
Management). ". .. something for every taste in Weber's
fandom .. . intriguing background glimpses of
Honor's¾and Nimitz's¾worlds." ¾Publishers Weekly
"Recommended." ¾Library Journal "Heartwarming and
insightful..." ¾VOYA
Set in the 1950s, the story begins in Cyprus. EOKA,
British rule, and the fight for Enosis (unity) disrupt the
world of two Greek Cypriot families, living in different
villages on the island. They are desperately trying to
cope with the unpredictability of this fractious
time.Circumstances over a five-year period push both
families to escape to London where, as immigrants, they
struggle to settle, face new challenges, trauma and cope
with missing their homeland's traditions and culture.Both
families' lives cross paths in London and it seems that
happier beginnings could be theirs. But at what cost?A
story of passion for a country in turmoil, family love,
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loyalty and treachery and how, sometimes, starting over
isn't always as imagined. TESTIMONIAL and
ENDORSEMENT: 'A racy, gripping and fluently written
novel, which brings to life the unfortunate realities of
Britain's occupation of Cyprus.' - William Mallinson,
former British diplomat, Professor of Political Ideas and
Institutions, Universita Guglieml Marconi, and author of
Cyprus: A Modern History.
This is a spin-off from the Eternal Flames and Eternal
Flames Maddox series. You don't have to have read any
of them to read this series. When Ezra finds out the truth
of why his mate has kept him at a distance, he promises
to make changes to ensure his mates safety and prove
to Jewel how much he loves him. Jewel is thrilled that
Ezra sticks to his word and let’s the walls around his
heart shatter, allowing Ezra in completely. But just as he
finds out about a special gift that will bring them closer
together, someone kidnaps Jewel.
Happily ever after is only the beginning as Belle takes on
the responsibility of becoming queen and learns to
balance duty, love and sacrifice, all while navigating dark
political intrigue - and a touch of magic. It's 1789 and
France is on the brink of revolution. Belle has finally
broken the Enchantress's curse, restoring the Beast to
his human form and bringing life back to their castle. But
in Paris, the fires of change are burning, and it's only a
matter of time before the rebellion arrives on their
doorstep. With the fate of her country, her love, and her
life at stake, Belle must decide if she is ready to embrace
her own strength-and the magic that ties her to so many
female rulers before her-to become the queen she is
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meant to be. Rebel Rose is the first in the Queen's
Council series, an empowering fairytale reimagining of
the Disney Princesses - and the real history behind their
stories-like you've never seen before!
Life is good for Ariana and Jean-Marc Perrault and their
five children. Active in the gospel, prosperous in the
banking business, and firmly committed to their family,
they are happily moving forward with their lives. Then the
bottom drops out. How does Ariana cope with imminent
financial ruin, the near-fatal injury of one child and the
rebellion of another, and a scheming, determined exhusband who won’t leave her alone? Confronted by
life’s challenges, Ariana discovers that her reliance on
the Lord and her love for Jean-Marc and her children can
make the dramatic difference between triumph and
tragedy. A rare and compelling story about the power of
love and the miracle of new beginnings. Note: This is the
latest version of this book, completely updated and
revised by the author. Any version with any other cover,
whether print or ebook, is outdated. Ariana The Making
of a Queen (#1) A Gift Most Precious (#2) A New
Beginning (#3)
This classic account of the birth of a legendary group is
the truly authentic version of Queen's rise to
stardom.Author Mark Hodkinson interviewed over 60
friends and colleagues of Freddie Mercury, Brian May,
Roger Taylor and John Deacon to piece together a
fascinating jigsaw of anecdotes from the days when the
future superstars were playing with bands like The
Reaction, The Opposition, 1984 and Sour Milk.Intimate,
suprising and meticulously researched, Queen: The
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Early Years is a riveting read accompanied by many
previously unseen early photographs of the four band
mambers.
In New Beginnings Jubilee, Book Seven of #1 bestselling Amazon Romance writer Trinity Blacio’s futuristic
Running in Fear series, we find our powerful groups of
supernatural lovers in a new world and a new beginning:
now all they need is for their enemies to drop dead and
leave them alone. Jaycee LeBlathe, Suzanne Hazelfield
and Lissa Elam have no idea how to be the first ladies, to
be queens, let alone rule over anyone. All they know how
to do is survive, until now. Nikola, Dominic, Remi and
Dane have decided it is time for their female companions
to live again, to love and to know what a family unit is all
about. Their people have now been brought over, settling
into new homes on a new planet, while everyone waits
for the word that the war on Earth is over. Are their
mates truly safe now? Or will this New Beginning Jubilee
be put on hold?
For all those who imagine escaping to a château and
living the dream . . . to find that even dreams can have
their complications. Steph, Jo and Meredith have been
friends since school. Their lives have all taken very
different paths across the years, but when Meredith buys
a romantic château in an idyllic village in the Dordogne
she finds she can’t do it alone – so who better to enlist
for help than her two old friends? Together they hope to
bring the château back to life and create the most
romantic wedding venue in France. And it seems that the
nearby village of Bratenac has much more to offer than
sun, wine and delicious French food when a handsome
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chef and his equally charming son, a vigneron from New
Zealand, not to mention the local ladies’ luncheon club
and a British bulldog named Nelly all join the party.
Friends and lovers, old and new, come together and fall
apart in deepest France, culminating in a very special
château wedding. Funny, uplifting and poignant, this is
Maeve Haran, bestselling author of The Greek Holiday,
at her very best.
Raynha the prophesied Queen of Mayjee Island Witches
is to receive her inheritance of great powers. On her
eighteenth birthday, she experiences her finale
ascension. She inherits ultimate power not recorded in
300 years and the title as the Queen Witch predicted
seventy-two years ago by a birthmark. The Mark of the
Dragonfly at the nape of the neck on the right side
predicted by her great-grandmother McOewen. The
Tutelha-Gazenia Clan Witches have cloaked Raynha's
existence for all her young life. With her dark-haired
Beauty and piercing green eyes, unbeknown to her, she
could overcome or influence the desires of mortals that
she come into contact. On the Eve of the beginning of
Raynha's Reign as the Queen, a pretender disguised as
her once best friend places a curse upon the future
Queen. Her name is Angelina Windthorpe. She wants to
stop the Prophecy of the Trinity Power that promises;
'From the Queen's fulfilled destiny comes Warrior
Witches, the same but different'. These witches will each
possess a power of the God and Goddess of the White
Witches Craft. They are said to be the saviors against
many evils. Angelina's spell works to the extent of
causing harm to Raynha. On Raynha's eighteenth
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birthday ascension her mother, Scythia Angelicas, in her
spiritual form bequeaths all her powers to Raynha.
Raynha's supernatural inheritance of ultimate power is
born from the concentration of her magical bloodline
powers of 300 years and her supernatural inheritance as
the prophesied Queen. However, Raynha's life and
future of conception has been threatened by the binding
spell Angelina Windthorpe cast within Raynha's womb.
The Secret Heart of The Sacred Star Covens must now
join their powers to save their rightful Queen and the
fulfillment of the Prophecy. If the Witches of Mayjee
Island fail to join, conjure, and defeat the Darkness and
it's demented simps of madness, then the peace and
light of all worlds will be forever snuffed out.
Number 11, Dukes Square, looks just like the other
houses on the Brighton seafront: a Regency terrace with
elegant sash windows, a winding staircase, and post
piled up in the hall for its tenants. It might be part of the
city's history, but it's also a place of brand new
beginnings. Georgie has followed her childhood
sweetheart to Brighton but is determined to carve out a
career for herself in journalism. Throwing herself into the
city's delights is fun and exciting, but before she knows
it, she's sliding into all kinds of trouble . . . Charlotte's in
the city for a new start, hoping to keep her head down
and somehow get over the heartbreaking loss she's
suffered in the past. But Margot, the stylish old lady on
the top floor, has other ideas. Like it or not, Charlotte
must confront the outside world, and the possibilities it
still holds. A terrible revelation sent Rosa running from
London to start again as a sous chef. The work is
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gruelling and thankless but it's a distraction at least . . .
until she comes up against the stroppy teenager next
door who challenges her on her lifestyle choices. What if
Rosa's passion for food could lead her to more
interesting places? As the three tenants find each other,
it's as if a whole new chapter of their lives has begun.
The House of New Beginnings is a moving and uplifting
novel from bestselling author Lucy Diamond.
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